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Highlights Journal Pre-proof
 Heat loads characterised on the lower tungsten divertor of WEST in various experimental 

conditions 

 Two independent diagnostics compared and cross-validated: embedded thermal sensors and 

infra-red thermography give consistent peak heat fluxes and integrated values  

 Geometrical properties of heat load patterns well in line with expectations: toroidal 

modulation by magnetic ripple & magnetic flux expansion allow for a large flexibility of heat 

flux properties on the lower divertor of WEST 

 Steady-state peak heat fluxes reached 6MW/m2 during L-mode scenarios with 4MW of input 

power.  

 Remaining issue in the estimate of heat flux channel width values (lambda q) : infra-red 

thermography and thermal sensors do not agree yet.     
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is a full metallic tokamak with an extensive set of diagnostics for heat load measurements. In this paper, heat lo
lower divertor of WEST are investigated using two independent methods. A first method relies on the therm
n of temperature measurements from arrays of thermal sensors embedded a few millimeters below the surfa
e second consists in the inversion of black body surface temperatures measured by infra-red (IR) thermograp
llenge of IR based temperature measurements in the full metal environment of WEST is addressed throug

ed model, allowing to correct for global reflections and low surface emissivities of tungsten surfaces. A la
e (> 100 L-mode discharges) is investigated. It is found that the energy absorbed by an outer divertor
a plasma discharge is closely estimated by the two diagnostics, over a large set of experimental conditions.
match is also found for the peak heat flux value on the outer target. The toroidal modulation of target h
y magnetic ripple is found to be consistent with the geometrical projection of a parallel heat flux compone
nally, the heat flux channel width at the target is found to scale linearly with the magnetic flux expansion
d. These observations give confidence in the robustness of the data from both diagnostics, and confirm the sim
ical rules at use in the description of heat flux deposition on divertor targets. However, it is shown that the h
nnel width estimated from infra-red thermography is about three times lower than the width estimated fr
ed measurements, which is still under investigation.

oduction

of the primary task of the WEST tokamak is
the actively cooled tungsten monoblock technol-
t will equip the lower divertor of ITER [1]. In a
pproach, the first version of the lower divertor con-
uncooled graphite tiles coated with tungsten [2],
single toroidal sector of actively cooled tungsten
ocks (30 degrees in toroidal direction). The first
f the scientific exploitation of WEST resulted in
e progress in diverted plasma operation, with exter-
ting power reaching 8 MW (combination of lower-
urrent drive and ion cyclotron resonance heating),

h plasma scenarios stayed generally limited to low
ent (L-mode) regimes due to the combination of

oroidal magnetic field (3.7 T) and unmitigated ra-
levels (about 50%). Nevertheless, estimations of

ed heat fluxes on the lower divertor reached peak

esponding author
czak, Cadarache center, Building 508, F-13108 Saint Paul
nce
il address: nicolas.fedorczak@cea.fr (N. Fedorczak)

values around 6 MW.m−2 during L-mode scenarios w
about 4 MW of heating power. The focus of this con
bution is twofold: to detail how the deposited heat flux
estimated on the uncooled tungsten coated graphite ti
and present a first parametric study of the peak heat fl
deposited on the outer part of the lower divertor, includ
toroidal modulation by magnetic ripple and magnetic fl
expansion at target. The estimate of deposited heat fl
on the uncooled lower divertor of WEST is possible fr
several diagnostics: multiple arrays of flush mounted La
muir probes [3], embedded thermocouples [4] and fi
Bragg gratings (FBG) [5], and finally infra-red thermog
phy [6]. The latter is widely considered as the diagnostic
predilection for assessing the properties of deposited h
flux (amplitude and shape) on divertor targets and
plement experimental scaling laws for future reactors
That said, a full metal environment as in WEST sho
important limitations in term of reflections [8] and s
face emissivity [9; 10], that are also foreseen in ITER [1
On the other hand, the fiber Bragg grating diagnostic e
bedded in the divertor tiles of WEST offers an unpre
dented spatial resolution of 12.5mm along the poloidal
rection, allowing an independent assessment of heat fl

submitted to Elsevier January 29, 2
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Journal Pre-proof
roperties [12] without assumptions on reflections
face emissivity. A careful comparison between re-
m infra-red thermography and embedded measure-
s presented in this contribution. Comparison with
ir probes is in progress and will not be addressed

erimental database

erimental results discussed in this contribution are
m a series of 215 plasma discharges performed in
These discharges consist in L-mode lower single

narios with heating powers from 1 MW to 8 MW
sed of ohmic, lower hybrid current drive and ion
n resonance heating), featuring stationary phases
al seconds to allow for robust thermal analysis,
magnetic field BT = 3.5 − 3.7 T, plasma current
= 300 kA to 800 kA (edge safety factor from
.7 to 3.2), and finally various magnetic flux ex-
s at the divertor strike points. All the discharges
cted with respect to the existence of exploitable
easurements, and among them 112 discharges have
ble infra-red measurements. For each discharge,

ed heat flux profiles are estimated in the middle of
ionary phase, and absorbed energies are estimated
he entire plasma phase. Magnetic reconstructions
ormed by the code NICE [13] using magnetic and
o-polarimetry measurement constrains.
s of the heat loads on the WEST divertor will be
ed to experimental scaling laws built from multi-

databases. For L-mode conditions, we shall refer
caling laws of the heat flux channel width λq esti-
long the outer target of JET and ASDEX-Upgrade
s of infra-red thermography [14]. For comparison,

l also apply equivalent scaling laws built from H-
nditions from six tokamaks [7]. The different scal-
proposed in each work will serve to give ranges of

ons rather than unique values.

a-red thermography

ST is equipped with a set of infra-red endoscopes
at the top of the chamber and dedicated to surveil-
the lower divertor components [6] with a spatial

on in the range of 2.5 mm per pixel. The flat and
ometry of the WEST lower divertor makes the lines
of the endoscopes to be roughly orthogonal to the
surface and cover both inner and outer targets

same view, as shown in Fig.1. The top surface of
n coated graphite tiles are toroidally beveled by 1

to protect poloidal leading edges. Note that em-
thermal sensors (described in the following) are
ed in the volume beneath the exposed surface of

e. Infra-red emission is filtered around 3.9 µm and
le systems are absolutely calibrated to produce im-
effective black-body temperature. These data are

Figure 1: infra-red view of a section of the lower divertor prio
a plasma pulse, following a session of divertor loading. The co
map represents the calibrated effective black body temperature.
pattern exhibits a toroidal modulation (along Φ) due to plasma lo
ing modulated by magnetic ripple, and radial modulations (along
consequent from varying surface emissivity. Light blue rectan
delimit tiles that are equipped with thermocouples, and along wh
treatments are performed. Tiles equipped with 4 thermocouples
at toroidal locations where magnetic ripple produces the maxim
deposited heat flux.

inverted into deposited heat flux using the TEDDY co
[10]. The main limitations in this inversion are caused
the reflected luminance at low tile temperature, and
non uniform surface emissivity of divertor tiles. Note t
we shall speak of effective reflection and emissivity in
following since it cannot be completely disentangled fr
uncertainties on calibration coefficients. The issues are
facts of two types. First, effective emissivities are found
be extremely low and highly inhomogeneous along sin
tiles, in particular around the main location of the m
netic strike point [10]. Second, these emissivity profiles
found to evolve across experimental campaigns [9], s
gesting a finite sensitivity with surface states, for insta
due to the evolution of co-deposited layers. Surface ana
sis of these coated graphite tiles is foreseen in a near fut
in particular to address the correlation of layer compo
tion and thickness with surface emissivity. In order
perform a thermography inversion of a given experime
surface emissivities and reflection coefficients need to
assessed at first. Since the tungsten coated graphite t
are the main power exhaust components and they are
actively cooled, they gain finite temperature increme
during each plasma pulse, that decay slowly but do
cancel at the beginning of the next pulse. This temp
ature increment is measured by thermocouples embedd
in several tiles monitored by infra-red endoscopes. Si
the remaining of the plasma chamber is actively cooled
a temperature of 90oC, these temperature increments
the only cause of change of the infra-red image of the
vertor prior to consecutive pulses (we shall indeed assu
that emissivities do not change from pulse to pulse, bJo
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Top left: time traces of injected power (lower hybrid cur-
e) and total radiated power. Below are shown the time
of the deposited heat flux on both outer and inner tiles
of major radius). The magnetic strike points are shown

k curve. Right: target profiles of incident parallel heat flux
around t=16s, function of the curvilinear coordinate of tiles
magnetic strike point position). The red dashed lines rep-

st fits, giving the two width parameters (St, λtq) evaluated
. The magnetic flux expansion at strike point (fx) is also

with a longer time scale). A procedure was im-
ed to estimate, for a given pulse, given infra-red
pe and a given tile equipped with thermocouples,
of effective emissivity and background reflections.
at reflections are simplified in the current state
reatment: the luminance reflected by tiles is as-
o originate from the actively cooled chamber only,
onstant during plasma discharges. Self reflections
lected, as reflections from other hot surfaces. This
re, explained in [10], has been extended to entire
ns. Results on emissivity evolution is the focus of
c contribution [9]. For this work, we shall simply
that this procedure is applied to infra-red data

mplementing thermal inversions with TEDDY.
stration is given in Fig 2, for an lower single null
discharge featuring a stationary phase of about
, heated by 4 MW of lower hybrid current drive.
gnetic equilibrium drifts very slowly across that
ausing a slow displacement of the magnetic strike
y about 6mm. These features are also captured

heat flux inversion: heat flux amplitudes are con-
uring the stationary phase of the discharge, and
at flux positions on both inner and outer tiles fol-
strike point motion. Note on the profiles shown on
t panels of Fig.2 that a systematic shift is found
magnetic strike point positions and heat flux pro-

ers, which is probably due to a systematic error
etic reconstruction. Nevertheless, this error is in
e of 10 mm and does not have a significant impact
valuation of magnetic properties around the peak

x location. Heat flux profiles are then analyzed fol-
the same treatment procedure as implemented in
onstructing the H-mode multi-machine database
r target heat flux width. Deposited heat flux are
jected along the direction of the magnetic field at
q⊥ ≡ q‖ sinαB). This approximation is discussed

later. The parallel heat flux profile are then fitted alo
the curvilinear coordinate of the tile (s) following the f
mula describing the convolution of a Gaussian spread
with a truncated decaying exponential in the main scra
off layer domain:

q(s̄) =
q0
2
· exp

((
St

2λtq

)2

− s̄

λtq

)
· erfc

(
St

2λtq
− s̄

St

)
+ q

, with q0 the flux amplitude, qBG a background am
tude, St the Gaussian spreading parameter along targ
λtq the heat flux channel width along target and s̄ = s−
with s0 the profile center position. As shown on the up
right graph of Fig.2, the profile at the outer target is v
well described by such a shape. Note that the Gauss
spreading is in the range of 40% of the exponential de
as commonly found in the multi-machine database [7], b
it has to be noted that in the case of WEST treatme
the instrumental function of the IR endoscope has
been corrected for, which necessarily contributes to t
Gaussian spreading. The heat flux channel width at t
get λtq can be remapped at midplane by removing the
pendance with magnetic flux expansion around the str
point λq ≡ λtq/fx, which gives λq = 3.4mm for this s
cific WEST L-mode discharge. For comparison, L-mo
scaling laws give λq = 3.3 − 4.0 mm for this WEST s
nario, whereas H-mode scaling laws give λq = 1.3 −
mm: The WEST point lies within L-mode predictions a
two times H-mode predictions. The inner target exhibit
heat flux profile that is less coherent with the fit funct
due to the presence of multiple secondary peaks. In f
the profile seems to feature a hole about 10mm outw
of the peak position. This feature is not unique of WE
conditions (see for instance TCV observations [15]), a
could be related to E×B flows in the scrape off layer [1
or a physical consequence of the presence of a second
per X-point in the chamber. The second separatrix stri
the inner target at R ≈ 2.08m thus a few centimeters aw
from the hole position. Nevertheless the effective heat fl
channel width from the inner profile λq = 4.5mm is not
far (by 30%) from the value along the outer one.
Last but not least, the intrinsic magnetic ripple of WE

is responsible for a toroidal modulation of the incidence
gle of the magnetic field on the divertor, and consequen
causes a toroidal modulation of the deposited heat fl
That said, the power deposited by radiation or charge
change should be, at first order, independent of this r
ple modulation which could be represented as a toroida
uniform background. Considering again the WEST exp
iment discussed above, profile analysis has been extend
to the nine tiles of the outer target treated by the infra-
inversion. Both the peak deposited heat flux (qpeak⊥ ) a
flux background (qBG

⊥ ) are evaluated by best fit with E
and shown in Fig.3, function of the toroidal angle. To
more precise, the background value has been subtrac
from the peak value to account only for the plasma
posited part (note that the backgrounds are an orderJo
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Toroidal profiles of the peak (red squares) and background
nts (blue circles) of the deposited heat flux along 9 tiles
n the lower outer divertor (see Fig.1). The dashed curve
s the geometrical projection of a uniform parallel heat flux,
the incidence angle of the local magnetic field on the divertor

de smaller than the peak values). The toroidal
tion of these peak values is correctly reproduced
eometrical projection of a toroidally uniform par-

at flux on the divertor surface, with an RMS de-
of about 15%. This result validates the common
tion that the deposited heat flux can be approx-
as the projection of a parallel heat flux, without
nt contribution from a plasma flux transverse to
netic field. Additionally the background flux com-
is found to be insensitive to the magnetic field an-
h a statistical dispersion of about 10%), as one
xpect for a non magnetized flux component (radi-
d neutrals). The absolute magnitude of this back-
flux is qBG

⊥ ≈ 127 kW.m−2. To compare with, a
ed tomography inversion of bolometry data is used
ate the radiated power flux impacting the lower
, which gives qrad⊥ ≈ 70 kW.m−2. This value is a
f about two lower than the background estimated
fra-red inversion, but it does not include the neu-
rge exchange part that is at least partially screened
lometers by the plasma itself.

bedded diagnostics: TC and FBG

WEST lower divertor is equipped with twenty
ouples (TC) embedded 7.5 mm below the surface

oled tiles (see Fig.1). Additionally, it is equipped
ovel type of thermal sensors also embedded in the

d graphite tiles. It consists in an optical fiber in-
a lateral groove machined a few millimeters below

surface (3.5 mm or 7 mm), equipped with an ar-
BG [12]. Each grating gives access to the local

perature evolution like embedded thermocouples,
h two important advantages: the optical system is
itive to electromagnetic interferences, and the spa-
lution of the system is enhanced thank to reduced
footprints. One the other hand, the time response
hermal sensor is equivalent between thermocouples

and gratings, mainly driven by the thermal contact of
sensor with the tile material (in the range of 250ms). T
fibers installed in WEST are each composed of 11 gr
ings spaced by 12.5 mm. The lower divertor of WEST
currently equipped with four fibers embedded in outer t
get tiles at the toroidal positions of maximum ripple f
prints. These particular tiles are currently not monito
by infra-red thermography, so that comparison can o
be done assuming that the 18 periods of ripple exhibit
same heat pattern. This is at least validated by the cl
match found between FBG and TC measurements fr
two distinct toroidal locations.
The spatial resolution of the FBG allows for a therm
inversion of local temperatures into a deposited heat fl
at the surface of the tiles. The inversion is however
posed because sensors are embedded a few millimeters
low the surface. The current inversion algorithm [12
constrained by imposing a shape function to the deposi
heat flux, given by Eq.1. This shape depends on fi
parameters: the background value (qBG), the amplitu
value (q0), the central position (s0), the Gaussian spre
ing factor (St) and the heat flux channel width (λtq).
principle, these five parameters shall evolve in time acr
a plasma discharge, but discharges considered in this w
feature long stationary phases over which most of the
rameters can be considered as constant. The current
scription of the heat flux pattern in the FBG inversion is
follow: both background and amplitude are unknown a
allowed to evolve in time to account for the dynamics of
put and radiated power, the heat flux channel width a
central position are unknown but constant in time, a
the Gaussian spreading is prescribed as a constant St =
mm. This last assumption is dictated by the fact that t
spreading factor is generally smaller than the distance
tween two sensors, which would make the inversion
sensitive. This value of 5 mm has been selected to be
the range of what is usually measured by the IR inversi
Nevertheless, a sensitivity study on synthetic data show
that even if this spreading factor is not right, the invers
returns the right heat flux decay length λtq within 10%
curacy. Similarly, assuming that the position of the pro
center s0 is constant in time may not be generally true
shown in Fig.2. Again, a sensitivity study showed that
center position estimated by the inversion coincides w
the time average of the true position, without noticea
impact on the estimate of the heat flux decay length. T
inversion method is applied to FBG located at outer ti
but also to thermocouple data located at the inner t
Although the thermocouple array is composed of onl
TC with a spatial resolution of 37.5 mm, it was sho
that such an inversion method can give reliable estima
of heat flux profiles [4].
Considering the plasma pulse discussed in the previ
section 1, a quantitative comparison of the inverted h
fluxes from IR and embedded sensors is shown in Fig
At both targets, the two inversions give similar peak h
flux amplitudes and a similar peak position. NevertheleJo
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: Radial profiles of the deposited heat fluxes from embed-
rements and IR inversion along the inner and outer targets
aximum ripple modulation). Black curves show the TC

nd FBG (outer) inversions with the prescribed analytical
d red curves are for the IR inversion. Absolute positions
bedded sensors are shown as black ticks at the bottom of

g difference appears on the width of the profiles.
g on the outer target, the Gaussian spreading fac-
are found to be quite close (4.8 mm from IR and 5
osed for FBG), whereas the heat flux decay length

ed by FBG inversion is about 3 times higher than
e estimated from IR inversion. As we shall see

ollowing, such a disagreement persists across the
database.

abase comparison between FBG and IR

comparison between FBG and IR estimates of heat
s now extended through a database presented in
ecause the shape of IR flux profiles along the inner
re not yet understood correctly, the comparison
s on the outer tile at maximum ripple modulation

he FBG are installed, following a staged approach
from global quantities up to shape parameters of

t flux patterns. Considering that the FBG heat
atment is limited by a prescribed heat flux shape
ow time response (compared to IR treatment), the
obal observable on which both diagnostics should

is the integral of the heat flux pattern. For that
we define an integral observable, the linear energy

rbed by the tile:

El ≡
∫

t

∫

s

q⊥(s)ds (2)

deposited heat flux is integrated along the tile co-
e (power per unit length) and then integrated along
ire discharge duration so that El has the unit of
. The double integral ensures that detailed spatio-
l properties are smoothed out. In fact, one may

that this absorbed energy is directly linked to the
ture increment of the tile at the end of the dis-
so that it can be considered as a robust observable
G measurements. On the other hand, the surface
ture measured by IR is rather subject to an ap-
te effective emissivity treatment. The estimates

Figure 5: Comparison of FBG and IR inversions for the outer
across the WEST experimental database. a) Linear energy absor
by the tile during each discharge. b) Peak heat flux during
stationary phase. c) Center of the profiles (estimated by best
function of the magnetic strike point position (calculated by the c
EQUOINOX). d) Heat flux channel width at target.

of this linear energy by the two diagnostics are compa
in Fig.5a. A quantitative agreement is found over o
decade from 0.2 MJm−1 to 3 MJm−1, with a dispersion
the range of 20%. In fact it seems that the IR estim
may start falling systematically below the FBG estim
above 2 MJm−1. It might be a statistical bias from
database, that needs to be enlarged with additional lo
pulse discharges, or this may come from biases in the
treatment. Effective emissivity profiles are estimated
surface temperatures around or below 200oC, whereas
cooled tile surfaces can reach above 1000 oC during lo
pulses. Tungsten surface emissivities in the infra-red ran
are generally measured to increase very weakly with s
face temperature, as shown for the WEST tiles [17]. In a
case this dependance is not considered here, so that eff
tive emissivities at use in the IR treatment are globa
underestimated during the heat deposition phase. T
translates into an overestimation of surface temperat
and thus an overestimation of deposited heat fluxes. O
viously this effect can only increase the difference betw
FBG and IR measurement, but rather marginally. T
overall agreement on the linear energy suggest that the
fective emissivities are possibly in the right range.

Comparison is now extended to the shape of the inst
taneous heat flux profiles. To avoid any statistical bia
from fine profile structures produced by the IR inversiJo
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flux profiles are fitted with the shape function
that does also represent the shape imposed in the
at flux inversion. Peak heat fluxes are compared
b. Again, a quantitative agreement is found over
ade, with a relative dispersion in the range of 20%.
s again a weak suspicion that IR estimates start
ystematically below FBG ones for deposited heat
bove 5 MW.m−2, but this needs to be confirmed by
al experiments. Note also that all the discharges

urrent L-mode database that show peak heat fluxes
MW.m−2 are externally heated with a total of 4

lower hybrid current drive. These scenarios where
d with a magnetic flux expansion of about fx = 2
uter target, which allowed for a concentrated heat
ion, whereas the average flux expansion across the
e is about 4. In WEST scenarios, the magnetic
ansion at target is simply changed by moving the
vertically with respect to the flat divertor. Do-

the magnetic strike point moves along the outer
and inner by symmetry). The commonly accepted
behind the shape function of Eq.1 is that the ex-
al decay of the scrape off layer profile is truncated

agnetic strike point, whereas the private flux re-
lled by the Gaussian spreading along the diverted

ic leg. This means that the profile center s0 that
rom the best fit of the profiles shall coincide with
netic strike point. Although drift effects could in
e cause a shift, this coincidence is for instance re-
in lower single null TCV experiments [18]. Such
arison is shown in Fig.5c, for both IR and FBG
against the position of the magnetic strike point

cted by NICE. Agreement between FBG and IR
ositions is quantitative over a spatial range of 80
he dispersion between the two diagnostics is in

ge of a few millimeters, with a statistical relation
sFBG
0 = sIR0 − 2.4 mm ± 4.5 mm. The profile cen-

m both diagnostics follow quantitatively the mag-
rike point position, but with a systematic shift of
0 mm over the whole range of positions. The sta-
relation between FBG position and magnetic reads
smag
0 −14 mm±3.5 mm. The shift is such that the

x profiles are shifted inward the private flux region
pect to the calculated magnetic separatrix. An ex-
n could come from a systematic error in the mag-

construction, the plasma sitting at a lower vertical
than the reconstruction gives. Another possible

tion is an error in the definition of the absolute
of the tile as used presently.
the last comparison between FBG and IR heat

resented in this contribution concerns the estimate
eat flux channel width at outer target λtq, as shown
d. This comparison shows a very large scatter over
ge from 10 mm to 60 mm. Behind the scatter, it
lear that the IR estimates of the heat flux chan-

th are smaller in amplitude than those estimated
, by a factor of about 3. This global discrepancy
he one mentioned earlier in sec.4.

Figure 6: Heat flux channel with λtq at the outer target estimated
FBG (orange squares) and IR (blue circles) function of the magn
flux expansion at the outer strike point. Each point correspond
a single plasma discharge.

This discrepancy is in fact persistent on a specific subse
the database. A set of reproducible discharges have b
performed by scanning, from discharge to discharge,
magnetic flux expansion at target. Results on the h
flux channel width are shown in Fig.6. Both FBG and
profiles give an estimate of λtq that depends linearly on
magnetic flux expansion. This result is an important v
dation argument supporting the assumption that heat fl
channel width at target can be remapped to midplane
a normalization with the magnetic flux expansion. A s
ilar conclusion was obtained from TCV experiments [1
On the other hand, it is very clear that the heat flux ch
nel widths estimated by FBG are systematically 3 tim
higher than those estimated by IR. The linear trend
tween target width and flux expansion gives a global eva
ation of the heat flux channel width remapped at midpla
for these plasma conditions: λq = 7.4 mm from FBG a
λq = 2.8 mm from IR. For comparison, L-mode scal
laws give λq = 2.9 − 3.7 mm and H-mode scaling la
give λq = 1.1 − 3.7 mm for these WEST scenarios:
IR estimated heat flux channel width is within L-mo
predictions and within two times H-mode predictions.

6. Discussion and conclusion

The lower divertor of WEST is currently composed o
mix of actively cooled and uncooled plasma facing com
nents, both covered by tungsten surfaces. These uncoo
components are equipped with poloidal arrays of emb
ded thermal sensors, which are used to estimate deposi
heat flux profiles from thermal inversion. Infra-red th
mography is also used to invert deposited heat flux profi
from surface temperature. In that case, a specific tre
ment needs to be done to make an effective correction
reflections inherent to full metal environments but also
inhomogeneities of tungsten surface emissivities. InJo
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rike point location of both inner and outer targets,
tive emissivity to apply to infra-red thermography
he range of ε ≈ 0.1 [9], which makes the correction
ory in order to achieve quantitative thermography
ns. Corrections done, it results that infra-red ther-
hy and embedded sensors return equivalent values
r energy absorbed by an outer divertor target tile,
large variety of plasma scenarios. This suggests
e emissivity correction for infra-red thermography
ast valid on average over the tile profile. Addi-
, the peak heat flux inferred from both diagnostics
equivalent over the database, which suggests that

ity is correct around the strike point location. Now,
eement also remains when the strike point position
ed over a large extend (80 mm), largely covering
n divertor area wetted during operation. It there-
gests that emissivity profiles are correctly treated
entire wetted area. Nevertheless, heat load pro-

m embedded sensors and infra-red thermography
differ by the exponential width λtq: values esti-

rom embedded sensors are about three times larger
timated from infra-red thermography, with a large
(some cases show a good match). Note that infra-
es are in the range of predictions from L-mode

laws, also constructed from infra-red data. This
ncy is still under investigation. Strikingly, such an
nt on the peak heat flux and difference on the heat
th should result in a large difference in the linear
that is however not observed. In fact, the database
hat infra-red estimated heat flux backgrounds are
hree times larger than backgrounds from embedded

It results that backgrounds count for about 50%
inear energy from infra-red profiles, but only 20%
edded sensors. Such high background estimates
fra-red could be a consequence of an inappropri-
tment of reflections [8]. Let aside this pending but
nt issue, observations from WEST experiments are

idating key geometrical assumptions commonly fol-
n the description of deposited heat fluxes. Tak-
efits of the magnetic ripple of WEST, the toroidal
tion of heat flux pattern is shown to be composed
iform background component (radiation and neu-
nd a modulated peak component that matches the
ical projection of a pure parallel heat flux com-
Finally, the heat flux channel width at target is

o be proportional to the magnetic flux expansion
t, validating the assumption that basic geometrical
along the divertor legs can be removed in order

ruct remapped characteristic widths necessary for
achine comparisons. At low flux expansion, WEST
scenarios are able to deposit, on the lower outer

peak heat fluxes in the range of q⊥ ≈ 6 MW.m−2

MW of additional heating power. Improvement of
equency power coupling and stabilization of high

ent modes should result in discharge scenarios de-
more than the q⊥ ≈ 10 MW.m−2 of deposited heat
uired to test ITER tungsten monoblocks in realistic

heat exhaust conditions.
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